ODPi 2017 Preview
The Year of Enterprise-wide
Production Hadoop

As enterprises move Apache Hadoop and Big Data out of
Proofs of Concept (PoC)s and into enterprise-wide production
scale out, hybrid deployments will become the norm. In this
paper, we cover the unique challenges of enterprise-wide,
hybrid production Hadoop and how ODPi’s work delivers
Predictable Hybrid Big Data.

2016 was a pivotal year for Apache Hadoop, a year in which enterprises across
a variety of industries moved the technology out of PoCs and the lab and into
production. Look no further than AtScale’s latest Big Data Maturity survey, in which
73% of respondents report running Hadoop in production.

What is Production?
Clearly the term “production” refers to a continuum from Proof of Concept
(PoC), to Pilot, to departmental or regional point solution all the way to
enterprise-wide production.
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As global companies embrace Digital Transformation, enterprise-wide production use of Hadoop is taking center stage.
Here at ODPi, we find this extremely exciting. ODPi believes that enterprise-wide production Hadoop brings unique
challenges in terms of application portability, security models and governance as well as immense opportunities to
unlock value from disparate data.

As enterprises move Hadoop and Big Data out of PoCs, beyond point
solutions and begin looking at enterprise-wide production scale out, they
face a number of challenges. The great news is that these are the very same
challenges that we here at ODPi have been working on for over a year.

Recent research from 451 group has Hadoop advancing at 38% CAGR between 2015 and 2020, reaching $4.4 billion
by 2020. In their 2017 predictions, Inside Big Data notes (and we agree) “Enterprises that apply Big Data analytics
across their entire organizations, versus those that simply implement point solutions to solve one specific challenge,
will benefit greatly by uncovering business or market anomalies or other risks that they never knew existed.”
As illustrated in Table 1 below, running Hadoop and Big Data at enterprise-wide scale production requires a
significant re-think across multiple dimensions.
Table 1: Requirements for Enterprise-wide Production Hadoop Differ from Lab, PoC and Pilot

Hadoop/Big Data
Operational Considerations

Lab and Limited
Production (Pilot, PoC)

Enterprise-wide
Production

Deployment type
(single cloud, multi-cloud, on prem, single
vendor, multi-vendor, etc.)

Whatever is cheapest and easiest

Tied to corporate and/or departmental
procurement guidelines, and must
consider SLAs, regulations, staffing, etc.

Security and data governance
(data access, protection, storage,
transmission, etc.)

PoCs often limit data set scope in order
to keep things simple to get stakeholder
buy in.

Biggest strategic gains will involve data that
must adhere to strict security protections,
such as customer preferences, and
regulatory requirements that often require
policy portability and that vary internationally.

Software Lifecycle Management
(updating, monitoring and managing
applications and platforms)

Limited usage scope means manageability As the number and type of uses, and the
and governance issues can be contained
number and skill level of users, expand,
the need for consistent approaches to
version control, updates, application
deployment, data access and other
governance issues increase.

Big Data / Analytics Applications
(ensuring uptime, extensibility and
portability)

Most PoC stacks are purpose built to
support a single application, so minimal
need for portability and extensibility; single
stack also minimizes dependency issues

With varied use-cases and tools working
across shared data lakes, enterprises
require a set of disciplined practices to
support the objectives of each stakeholder.
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Since its inception in September 2015 as a project of The Linux Foundation, ODPi’s 36 members from across
the industry and the globe have been working on specifications, tests and certifications to harden Hadoop for
enterprise-wide production use.
In the rest of this paper, we’ll share our accomplishments in 2016, how that work lays the foundation for our
focus this year, and how it all adds up to ODPi being the essential Open Source companion for Enterprise-wide
Production Hadoop.

ODPi in 2016 Platform Building Blocks
When ODPi was established, we set out to ensure participation from the broadest
possible set of Big Data and Hadoop participants. From day one, ODPi’s corporate
membership had a healthy 50/50 mix of platform vendors (Hortonworks, IBM, Pivotal)
and major consumers of Hadoop (GE, Infosys and SAS). And the Gold and Silver
member tiers count many of the leading global application vendors and SIs as active
members, such as Splunk, Xavient, Cap Gemini and many others.
This balance helps ensure that ODPi can serve as a neutral forum to collectively work out the enterprise-wide
production Hadoop challenges.
Early in 2016, the ODPi Technical Steering Committee (TSC), which consists of leading technical experts drawn from
the entire community, committed to a date-driven, semi-annual release model of ODPi with two milestone release
(1.0 and 2.0).

ODPi Versions 1.0 and 2.0
ODPi 1.0 was released in March as an MVP for the 3 major components of every ODPi release:
•

ODPi Runtime specification

•

ODPi Validation testsuite

•

ODPi Reference implementation
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ODPi 1.0 served as a launchpad for a cross-vendor interoperability and testing program for Apache Hadoop,
the ODPi Compliance Process. At launch, five Hadoop platform vendors announced compliance with the Runtime
specification, providing much greater consistency and predictability for all downstream consumers.
In the words of ODPi member Ampool, “ODPi helps reduce the complexity and set-up time associated with
ensuring compatibility. We can now focus time on the business problems of our customers.”
Adhering to agile best practices, ODPi 1.0 covered the core of any Hadoop enterprise platform—HDFS, YARN
and MapReduce.
Building on the base of 1.0 through active outreach and an open process, we quickly focused on expanding ODPi
to include the most important next set of APIs and capabilities:
•

HCFS (Hadoop Compatible Filesystem) APIs

•

SQL APIs and EDW capabilities for Hadoop

We delivered these features in ODPi 2.0, which came out in November 2016.
Also in November, ODPi for the first time included in the 2.0 release the Operations Specification. Where the
Runtime specs target the production Hadoop requirements for portability and extensibility, the Operations Spec
addresses software lifecycle management. Using Apache Ambari as a reference platform, ODPi Operations Spec
provides enterprises with guidelines for managing and monitoring Apache Hadoop clusters.

Building an Open Application Ecosystem
For the Hadoop ecosystem to reach its full potential as an enterprise-wide production Big Data platform, it must
deliver key platform benefits of extensibility and portability.
We like Sam Ghod’s definition of a Platform: A platform abstracts away a messy problem so you can build on top of it.
Platforms do this by delivering portability and extensibility.
With ODPi Releases 1.0 and 2.0 in place, we invited Application Vendors to self-certify that their applications work
unmodified across multiple ODPi Runtime Compliance Hadoop Distros.
As of this writing, twelve applications have completed the self-certification.
We believe that savvy Enterprise CDOs, Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) should carefully consider the
platform independence that ODPi’s Interoperable Apps program delivers before making their Hadoop platform
choices. If one of your preferred vendors isn’t listed either as an Interoperable App or as a Runtime Compliant
Platform, let that vendor know that it matters to you.

An internal benchmark of success is to see “ODPi
compliance” line items appearing on enterprise RFPs.
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ODPi in 2017 Hardening Hadoop as an
Enterprise-wide Production Platform
With the fundamental Hadoop platform building blocks laid down in 2016, ODPi is
now focused on the following four priorities in 2017:
1.

Continue the evolution of ODPi specifications through regular platform releases, with focus on depth and breadth
in the existing components ( such as HCFS ). We expect the next release of ODPi to drop sometime around mid
Spring 2017. Now is exactly the right time to provide input via our technical mailing list or slack channel.

2. Address the next key areas needing standardization guidelines in end-to-end security and data governance
as identified by the community.
3. Make progress on key industry-wide speed bumps to enterprise-wide production use through
Special Interest Groups (SIGs), any of which we invite you to participate in:
a) Data security and governance
b) BI and Data Science
c) Spark and Fast Data Analytics
We are also looking to launch more SIGs over the coming weeks in areas such as streaming and fast data,
data storage, and performance and tuning as the community provides direction on areas ODPi should be
focusing on. SIGs will produce best practices and guidelines for Hybrid enterprise-scale Big Data Ops to
address governance, security and lifecycle management.
4. As part of addressing the skills gap that still exists in the enterprise Hadoop ecosystem, we plan to
significantly increase our investment in training materials specifically designed for data and DevOps
engineers. In addition to that, our educational content will simplify and explain the big data landscape for end
users. and rationalizing big data project’s landscape for end-users.
These are ambitious projects and we are confident we can succeed working with the vibrant and diverse
ODPi community.
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Enterprise Hadoop Adoption
Hardening Hadoop as an Enterprisewide Production Platform
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Beyond Code and Specifications
In addition to the planned releases that will broaden the ODPi Runtime footprint and expand the scope of the
Operations spec to include greater Governance and Security requirements, ODPi plans to invest in identifying and
prioritizing an initial set of User Stories. We will be working to convert these prioritized user stories into epics placed
on various PMC’s backlogs. Here’s a sample of a few forward-looking user stories we’re planning to drill down into:
•

Multiple cluster management and cluster proliferation through the enterprise

•

Accommodating multi version deployments (including experimental or bleeding edge versions
of the software packages)

Inter-organization and hierarchical cluster integration (imagine how Airbus can deploy analytics on a jet sold to Lufthansa)

Tackling the Big Open Questions
While much is clear to the developers and data scientists in the ODPi community, many questions remain.
For instance, we are still a long way from having a clear architectural pattern for integrating Hadoop and traditional
MPP-centric EDW architectures into a comprehensive, hybrid data management and analytics platform so
enterprises can unlock the value of all their data sets and not just the carefully curated data marts.
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Furthermore, an unrelenting pace of innovation by the public cloud vendors keeps changing the very perception of
what it means to have a data management and analytics architecture in the public cloud. There, you need to submit
to the will (and APIs!) of a given public cloud vendor but if you do then the cloud platform itself becomes your data
lake. Sure it comes at a price of a lock-in, but if your applications are already running on, let’s say, an Amazon cloud
then S3 becomes your data lake and there’s not much need for a secondary one built around Hadoop’s HDFS.
You may argue that the tradeoff here is giving up data locality for analytical frameworks, but Amazon’s Athena
clearly shows that even that bit of integration will soon belong to the public cloud providers. And even if it wasn’t
for Athena, memory-centric analytical frameworks such as Apache Apex, Apache Flink and Apache Spark shift the
burden of managing locality to RAM. After all, as Jim Gray would say “Tape is Dead; Disk is Tape; Flash is Disk; RAM
Locality is King”.
Faced with these changes in the basic IT landscape surrounding Hadoop, the temptation is to throw one’s hands
up and declare that Hadoop, just like relational databases, was fundamentally designed for a different era. It is
tempting, but it is also misguided.
Look at Hadoop’s distant cousin—traditional relational database engines. Those with staying power (like
PostgreSQL) were also originally designed for a hardware architecture that looks nothing like what they are
being deployed on today. What allowed these successful RDBMS engines to keep evolving and stay relevant
is a combination of flexible architecture and a vibrant open source community that could help shepherd these
technologies through all the major transitions in the grand cambrian explosion of IT.
And while Hadoop clearly enjoys both of these advantages as well, one should realize that there are no software
development resources to spare. A global talent shortage for developers who can help keep Hadoop at the
cutting edge of innovation is bad enough, but if you add to it the amount of duplication of effort and duplication of
roadmaps there’s clearly a lot that could be done in order to facilitate Hadoop’s adoption by the enterprise.
Not only do we need to be on the lookout for opportunities for developers to be collaboration on as much common
code as possible, but we also desperately need for product managers to do the same on their roadmaps. And
while the former is principally addressed within the framework of Apache Software Foundation (a place where all
individual projects comprising Hadoop are governed) the latter is where ODPi is focused.
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Conclusion
This vision for the future is ambitious, but by the same token is exactly what we feel
the Big Data community needs. This technology has made such a positive impact on
how we sell, how we interact, how we provide services, and how we understand the
world around us.
ODPi’s role is to grow the adoption of this technology through the principles and practices of open source.
And we look to you, as a member of this larger Big Data community, to work with us—there are opportunities
across end-users, solution providers, app developers, and data practitioners to help move this forward.
We are excited by the direction we are headed in 2017, and look forward to starting the next decade of
Hadoop with the focus on making it accessible and ready for every organization around the world.
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